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Highlights

Western African natural sesame seeds are almost sold out. Will
prices of hulled sesame start increasing?
China has stocks of about 280,000 MT of natural sesame at the
ports. When will China start buying again natural sesame
seeds?
Sudan and Somalia do not have empty containers and exporters
face a lot of difficulties. When will this situation get back to
normal?

Nigeria

Nigeria is generally producing about 180,000 - 200,000 MT per
year. Their crop is available November onwards. From our sources
we hear that Nigeria has already exported about 160,000 MT.
Many local exporters are sold out and are not offering any
sesame. For this reason, natural sesame offers have increased and
we see prices of natural seeds at about USD 1650 pmt CFR EMP.
Prices have increased for about USD 150 pmt.
In previous months Sudan was facing a lot of political issues and
port Sudan was not operating well. For this reason, Far East
bought big quantities of Natural Sesame from W. Africa. On the
other hand, in the last 2-3 months we saw hulled sesame seeds
prices decreasing for about USD 100 pmt – USD 150 pmt. Most
probably the reason is because Turkey was offering hulled sesame
seeds at lower levels and many European buyers switched to
Turkey. Turkish hulling factories have taken good positions in
natural seeds, and they were able to export at low prices.
At the moment we have got positions in hulled sesame seeds
from Nigeria where quality is very good. We also see many
European buyers prefer the Nigerian origin instead of other
origins which are offered in the market.

India

India’s last winter crop was not very good, quantity and quality
wise. The main growing regions, Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, and
Rajasthan did not perform well. For these reasons there is not
much sesame offered from Indian exporters.
Also, many Indian exporters stopped offering to Europe as they
were facing a lot of quality issues. After the ETO incidents with
the Indian sesame seeds, Europe has been doing analysis on
Indian sesame on pesticides and metals which makes Indian
sesame very difficult to get imported to Europe.
In the past 2 years we have seen many Indian lots getting
rejected in Europe. Moreover, freights from India to Europe do not
help the above mentioned situation as they keep increasing.
Our sources tell us that India is exporting natural sesame to
Vietnam, China, Korea. Also, we hear that they have been offering
hulled sesame seeds to USA and Australia.
India’s summer crop is expected to come in June. But since last
year sesame seeds did not give the farmers the results they
wanted to have. Many farmers have switched to cotton and other
products. For this reason, is expected that summer crop will be
lower for about 20%.

Senegal / Mali

Senegal produces brown and mixed natural sesame seeds and
exports most of it to China. Senegal has exported about 4,000 MT
of natural sesame this year and now we hear that Senegal is sold
out.
Borders between Mali and Senegal are open again. In Mali there is
whitish sesame seeds Europe does not buy big quantities. At the
moment there is about 2,000 MT left in Mali and is offered at
about USD 1700 CFR EMP/Mersin.

South America
Crop in Paraguay normally is about 30,000 MT out of which IP10
variety is about 7,000 -10,000 MT and K2 variety is about 20,000
MT. At the moment Paraguay does not have any goods available
as they had a very bad crop due to droughts. Some farmers did
plant sesame later than others and may harvest new quantities
by end of July. In this case we will see some very limited new
offers from Paraguay later this year.
In Brazil and Argentina sesame seeds are sold out, we are now
expecting the new crops to come in June/July. We still have not
received offers from S. America.

Mozambique

In Mozambique old crop is sold out. We expect new crop to be
collected within June and shipment to begin around July. New
crop is expected to be good similar to last year.
Mozambique is not a very big producing country; it produces
about 100.000 MT to 120.000 MT which of 5.000 MT - 7.000 MT are
getting hulled there.

Spot goods
We have the following goods to offer, please contact us for the
prices:
SPOT
819 x 50lbs paper bags total 40950 lbs of Hulled Sesame Seeds
purity level 99,98 Nigerian Crop 2021
By all means, if you have any spot or afloat goods to sell yourself,
kindly let us know. Usually we can always find a new home for
these.

Aldebaran’s advice

Be careful with very cheap offers coming from Turkey, quality
is a very big risk and also there are no empty containers in
Turkey and shipments delay a lot.
China is consuming about 100,000 mt per month and once
there current port stocks finishes they will be in the market
with big volume inquiries which will make prices of natural
sesame go even higher.
Turkish hulled sesame stocks also will finish at some point
soon and they will not be able to offer aggressive prices to
Europe. In this case prices of hulled sesame seeds will increase
as there is no origin left for hulled seeds at this moment.
Due to huge shortage in sunflower seeds some manufacturers
are already thinking to replace hulled sunflower seeds with
sesame seeds in their final products. In case this happens
demand for sesame seeds will increase a lot.
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